SUCCESS ! AND WE NEED YOUR HELP
TO CONTINUE !
Nearly five years ago, we residents decided enough was enough the deer problem had to be addressed. Since that time, we have tried a
number of methods, and this past winter witnessed a most successful
solution, netting nineteen deer.
Though the new method utilized “volunteer” hunters under
professional supervision rather than a paid contractor, in order to attract
those hunters to The Point (rather than the many other available hunting
areas), we had to offer incentives that were possible to “win” upon certain
achieved milestones, e.g., after each doe. The idea worked - the results provide
no doubt - as the hunters passed over the other areas and concentrated
on The Point.
Obviously, we have decided to use the same system next winter.
However, like everything else in life, success costs money, and the incentives
depleted our dedicated Deer Fund. We need every Nassau Point household to
again step up and contribute - any amount will be appreciated, and if you can
a minimum of $100.00, $250.00 or any amount you are comfortable with - is
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not too much to invest to limit the danger of disease and flora defoliation, loss
of small animal-bird habitat, and resultant ground water and run-off waterway
pollution.
The lower deer population is self-evident, but the math is
staggering because of their birth rate: annually removing 43% of the
population only maintains the existing numbers. So if we let up for even one
season, the population will more than double in two years.
PLEASE, DON’T PUT IT OFF – WRITE YOUR CHECK NOW
to “NPPOA-Deer Fund” and send it in the enclosed envelope.
Thank you for your past support as a good neighbor, and
continued interest and anticipated further support.
NPPOA Board of Directors
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